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SUSY Searches in 2010 run: the strategy
we don’t know if SUSY exists

if it exists, we don’t know where and 
how

⇒ don’t follow the models

we look everywhere

topology based searches

MET considered the basis for all the 
searches

try to cover as much phase space as 
possible

keep the pt’s as low as possible
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SUSY Searches in 2010 run: the experimental techniques

Many objects used for SUSY analyses

jets, MET, HT (scalar sum of jet Et), MHT (vectorial sum of 
jet Et), electrons, muons, taus, photons

all objects commissioned and understood 

Counting experiments

suppress Standard Model backgrounds

check for an excess of events

different strategies for the different final states

Data-driven bkg estimates

multiple methods for the different analyses and, within every 
analysis, for different bkg’s

the aim is to establish robust analyses to be ready for 
discoveries rather than set stringent limits
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SUSY Analyses for 2010 run
Fully hadronic searches:

arXiv:1101.1628, CMS-SUS-10-003: Search in Jets + MET with the αT variable

CMS-SUS-10-011: Search in b-tagged jets + MET with the αT variable

CMS-SUS-10-005: Inclusive search in Jets+MET with at least three jets

CMS-SUS-10-009: Inclusive search for squarks and gluinos with the Razor variable

Searches with photons:

arXiv:1103.0953, CMS-SUS-10-002: Search in Jets + MET + diphotons

CMS-SUS-11-002: Search with lepton + photon + MET

Searches with leptons:

CMS-SUS-10-006: Search with single lepton + Jets + MET

arXiv:1103.1348, CMS-SUS-10-007: Search with two opposite sign leptons + Jets 
+ MET

CMS-SUS-10-004: Search with two same sign leptons + Jets + MET

CMS-SUS-10-008: Search with multileptons (backup slides)

Covered in this talk
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Partially covered in this talk

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsSUS

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsSUS
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsSUS
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Jets + MET analysis
Analysis based on the kinematic 
variable αT

accepted by Physics Letters B

three independent data-driven 
techniques for the bkg’s

13 events observed, compatible 
with SM

Update given:

exclusion limits at different 
tanβ
simplified models (later)
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Jets + MET with b-tagging
Same analysis as before, at least one b-tagged jet

reduce non-top backgrounds

enhance sensitivity to models with increased third generation activity

Also for this analysis, data-driven estimates of backgrounds

One event observed

expect 0.33 +0.43-0.33 (stat) ± 0.13 (syst) 
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other purely hadronic searches

Complementary analyses

detector understanding vs kinematics

Similar limits

Data-driven estimates for all the backgrounds
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MHT analysis: based on 
understanding the detector 

response in detail

MHT: vectorial sum of the jet pT

Razor analysis: based on 
kinematics
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Limits in simplified models
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Search in Jets + MET + diphoton
Framework: General Gauge Mediation

Neutralino (NLSP) →Gravitino 
(LSP) + γ

Dominant background : QCD with 
misidentified photons and 
mismeasured MET (diphoton, photon
+jet, multijet)

Control samples 

two fake photons (ff, comprising 
QCD multijet)

two electrons (Z→ee)

reweighted to reproduce the 
diphoton transverse energy 
distribution in data

Normalize at low MET to count at 
high MET
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Trigger: SinglePhoton30, DoublePhoton22

≥2 photons, Et≥30 GeV, |η|<1.4
Shower shape, H/E, Isolation in tracker, ECAL, HCAL

≥1 track corrected jet, Et≥30 GeV, |η|<2.6
separation with the photons DR ≥ 0.9, cleaning against noise

Track corrected MET > 50 GeV
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Jets + MET + diphoton: results and interpretation
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1 event observed, compatible with 
1.2±0.8 bkg

Grid of points in squark-gluino plane

Calculate signal acceptance*efficiency 
for every point

95% CL upper limit on cross section

95% CL exclusion in squark-gluino 
plane
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Search with lepton + photon + jets + MET

If Wino and Bino are mass-degenerate NLSPs, 
diphoton signature replaced by lepton+photon

Dominant bkg: Wγ
MC validated by cross section measured by 
CMS

Observed one event in eγ and one event in μγ
consistent with bkg 
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1 isolated lepton (e,μ), pt > 20 GeV

1 isolated photon, Et≥30 GeV
Shower shape, H/E, Isolation in tracker, ECAL, HCAL

MET>100 GeV
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Search in Jets + MET + Opposite Sign Dileptons

Agreement between 
observed data and MC

ttbar main bkg

Two independent data-
driven estimates
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Preselections:

Single and Double Lepton triggers

dilepton selection: e+e-, e±μ±, μ+μ-
pT1>20 GeV, pT2>10 GeV

lepton isolation in tracker, ECAL, HCAL

≥2 jets, pT>30 GeV, |η|<2.5
separated DR>0.4 from the leptons

HT>100 GeV

track corrected MET>50 GeV

events with Mll < 10 GeV or 76 GeV < Mll < 106 
GeV removed
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Data-driven bkg estimates

Signal region

HT > 300 GeV

y = MET / √HT > 8.5 GeV1/2

ABCD/matrix method for HT 
and y

mostly independent for ttbar

in the absence of a signal: 
ND=NA x NC/NB

Estimate MET from pT(ll)

Validate the method in a 
control region defined by 
MET/√HT → pT(ll)/√HT 
and low HT

Apply the method to the 
signal region
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Jets + MET + Opposite Sign Dileptons: results and interpretation

Summary:

observed data: 1 event

MC prediction: 1.3

ABCD: 1.3 ± 0.8 (stat) ± 0.3 
(syst)

pT(ll): 2.1 ± 2.1 (stat) ± 0.6 
(syst)

Weighted average of the 
two data-driven predictions: 
1.4±0.8

mSUGRA limits

Additional information for 
generator-level studies

14

Consistent with 1 
within 5%
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Search in Jets + MET + Same Sign Dileptons

Signature absent in the SM

search in dileptons (ee, eμ, μμ, eτ, μτ, and ττ)
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Background in Jets+MET+Same Sign leptons search

Same sign lepton final state absent in SM

Backgrounds given by fake leptons

dominant bkg is from ttbar with one of the 
leptons from heavy-flavor decay (fake 
lepton)

Data-driven estimate of the fakes with the 
“Tight-Loose” (TL) method

the probability εT/L of a lepton passing a 
loose selection to pass also a tight 
selection is estimated in QCD multijet 
sample as a function of lepton pt and η
contribution in the signal region by 
multiplying this efficiency to the yield in a 
preselected loose sample

Different variations of this method for the 
different analyses
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Jets + MET + Same Sign Dileptons: interpretation

Observed data in agreement 
with SM MC and data-driven 
estimates 

Two ways of giving the result

1) Fast simulation (solid 
line)

2) Signal acceptance 
parametrization 

defined w.r.t. stable 
particles at generator 
level

Parametrization agrees to 
simulation better than the 
NLO uncertainties (red 
band)
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Conclusions

35 pb-1 of data analyzed by the CMS Collaboration

no evidence of Supersymmetry, unfortunately

extended previously explored range of model parameters

results presented in the mSUGRA scenario just for reference with previous 
experiments

in some cases, efficiencies provided to test other possible models

Road-map for discoveries set up

objects commissioned

many final states, many different analyses, complementarity between analyses, 
many cross checks

data-driven background estimates

multiple techniques for the different analyses

for every analysis, different techniques for every background

aim is to set up robust analyses for discoveries and not to define stringent limits

In 2011-2012 run a few fb-1 expected

ready to make discoveries
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Compact Muon Solenoid - CMS

1027 cm-2  s-1

2x1032 cm-2  s-1
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Jets and MET

21
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Electrons and Muons

23
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B and Tau tagging
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Rediscovery of the Standard Model

25



Search with Jets+MET 
with αT
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RA1- selections

Trigger: HT150

Jets

pt>50 GeV

two leading jets pt>100 
GeV

|η|<3

highest pt jet |η|<2.5

Events with isolated e or 
mu with pt>10 GeV vetoed

Events with isolated 
photons with pt>25 GeV 
vetoed

HT > 350 GeV
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RA1 - selection details

HT = ΣETjet

trigger jets uncorrected, offline jets corrected

trigger fully efficient for an offline HT of 250 GeV

Jet energy scale for corrected jets: uncertainty 
3%-5% (depending on pt and η)

at least one good reconstructed pp vertex

Jets: anti-kt, size parameter 0.5

Jet Id to reject spurious calorimeter signals

Events with jets passing the pt threshold but not 
the Id criteria or the eta acceptance vetoed
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RA1 - MC details

QCD: PYTHIA 6.4 with Z2

EWK (W+jets, Z→νν+jets, ttbar): 
MADGRAPH
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Jets + MET analysis

Use the kinematic variable αT to 
suppress the background

For two jets events: αT = ETj2/MT

MT: transverse mass of the dijet 
system

For multijets: reduction to two jet 
combining jets into pseudojets

The QCD contribution is below 0.5, 
with a drop of 4-5 orders of magnitude 
between 0.5 and 0.55

Backgrounds at αT > 0.55 for:

energy mismeasurement

multiple jets failing the Et>50 GeV 
requirement

true MET processes (not QCD, mainly 
W+jets, ttbar, (Z→νν)+jets)

2 4 Event Selection

Muons are measured in gas-ionization detectors embedded in the steel return yoke. The sili-45

con pixel tracker consists of 3 layers with innermost radius 4.4 cm, surrounded by the silicon46

strip tracker, which extends to |η| < 2.4 and consists of 10 layers. A detailed description of the47

detector and its performance can be found elsewhere [15].48

3 The αT Variable49

As stated previously, αT characterizes the momentum imbalance of jets in the transverse plane.50

For a two jet system, it is defined as51

αT =
E

j2

T

M
j1,j2

T

, (1)

where j2 is the jet with lower transverse energy (ET = E sin θ) and M
j1,j2

T
is the invariant mass52

in the transverse plane of the two jets. Assuming massless jets, we can rewrite this for multi-jet53

events as54

αT =
1

2

HT − ∆HT�
H

2

T
− H/

2

T

, (2)

where H/T = −| ∑i �p
ji

T
| and HT = ∑i p

ji

T
. ∆HT is found by grouping the jets into two pseudo-jets55

and taking the minimal value of |ppseudojet1

T
− p

pseudojet2

T
| over all possible pseudo-jet combi-56

nations. To partition the multi-jet system into two pseudo-jets, we separate the jets into two57

groups and vectorially sum their transverse momenta.58

αT is particularly effective at rejecting events produced by QCD processes, which would oth-59

erwise be the dominant background because of the large QCD cross section. In well measured60

QCD events, H/T will be small, which would give αT ≤ 0.5. However, due to jet energy and phi61

resolution effects, an αT > 0.55 requirement is used for the final event selection. In SUSY events,62

however, there will be real missing transverse momentum due to the production of LSPs. From63

Eq. 2 we see that when H/T is a significant fraction of HT, αT can be greater than 0.5. Therefore,64

SUSY events can frequently have αT > 0.55.65

Despite the fact that αT < 0.55 for well measured QCD events, it is possible that this may not66

be the case in poorly measured QCD events. In the case that a jet in the event is greatly under-67

measured or multiple jets fall below threshold and are not included in the αT calculation, the68

resulting H/T can be great enough to cause αT>0.55. Because a SUSY signal would occur at high69

HT, understanding how often αT fails to reject QCD events as a function of HT is important for70

predicting this background.71

As seen in Eq. 2, a substantial difference between events with 2 jets and ≥ 3 jets arises due to72

the use of pseudo-jets to compute ∆HT. Because ∆HT is minimized over all pseudo-jet com-73

binations, it has the potential to become much smaller than the H/T in events with many jets.74

This is not the case, however, in 2 jet events, where ∆HT is fixed (and on the order of the H/T75

for jets back to back in φ). Based on the above reasoning, αT might have different behavior in76

≥ 3 jet events compared to 2 jet events. Accordingly, the 2 jet and ≥ 3 jet samples are studied77

separately in Sec. 5.1.78

4 Event Selection79

Before an event can be saved and analyzed, it must meet the requirements of at least one trigger80

during data taking. Events in the search sample are collected with a set of triggers based on81

30

Trigger: HT150

≥2 jets, pt>100 GeV, |η|<2.5
pt>50 GeV, |η|<3 for the other jets

veto on isolated electrons and 
muons with pt > 10 GeV

veto on isolated photons with pt > 
25 GeV

HT>350 GeV

(HT = ∑ETjets)
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Background estimate from data

Inclusive: control regions at low HT, 
dominated by SM

for αT > 0.51, RαT dominated by QCD

decreasing with HT for the improving 
of resolution

for αT > 0.55, RαT dominated by EW

constant with HT

Extrapolation of events in the HT350 
region from the low HT regions

W+jets and ttbar estimated from 
W→μν+jets

Z→νν+jets estimated from γ+jets

! 

R"T
=
N("T > 0.55)
N("T < 0.55)

RR =
R"T
(HT300)

R"T
(HT250)

=
R"T
(HT350)

R"T
(HT300)
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RA1- αT

Jet mismeasurement dominant source of large MET in QCD

For two jets events: αT = ETj2/MT

MT: transverse mass of the dijet system

For multijets: reduction to two jet combining jets into pseudojets

αT > 0.55

32

2 4 Event Selection

Muons are measured in gas-ionization detectors embedded in the steel return yoke. The sili-45

con pixel tracker consists of 3 layers with innermost radius 4.4 cm, surrounded by the silicon46

strip tracker, which extends to |η| < 2.4 and consists of 10 layers. A detailed description of the47

detector and its performance can be found elsewhere [15].48

3 The αT Variable49

As stated previously, αT characterizes the momentum imbalance of jets in the transverse plane.50

For a two jet system, it is defined as51

αT =
E

j2

T

M
j1,j2

T

, (1)

where j2 is the jet with lower transverse energy (ET = E sin θ) and M
j1,j2

T
is the invariant mass52

in the transverse plane of the two jets. Assuming massless jets, we can rewrite this for multi-jet53

events as54

αT =
1

2

HT − ∆HT�
H

2

T
− H/

2

T

, (2)

where H/T = −| ∑i �p
ji

T
| and HT = ∑i p

ji

T
. ∆HT is found by grouping the jets into two pseudo-jets55

and taking the minimal value of |ppseudojet1

T
− p

pseudojet2

T
| over all possible pseudo-jet combi-56

nations. To partition the multi-jet system into two pseudo-jets, we separate the jets into two57

groups and vectorially sum their transverse momenta.58

αT is particularly effective at rejecting events produced by QCD processes, which would oth-59

erwise be the dominant background because of the large QCD cross section. In well measured60

QCD events, H/T will be small, which would give αT ≤ 0.5. However, due to jet energy and phi61

resolution effects, an αT > 0.55 requirement is used for the final event selection. In SUSY events,62

however, there will be real missing transverse momentum due to the production of LSPs. From63

Eq. 2 we see that when H/T is a significant fraction of HT, αT can be greater than 0.5. Therefore,64

SUSY events can frequently have αT > 0.55.65

Despite the fact that αT < 0.55 for well measured QCD events, it is possible that this may not66

be the case in poorly measured QCD events. In the case that a jet in the event is greatly under-67

measured or multiple jets fall below threshold and are not included in the αT calculation, the68

resulting H/T can be great enough to cause αT>0.55. Because a SUSY signal would occur at high69

HT, understanding how often αT fails to reject QCD events as a function of HT is important for70

predicting this background.71

As seen in Eq. 2, a substantial difference between events with 2 jets and ≥ 3 jets arises due to72

the use of pseudo-jets to compute ∆HT. Because ∆HT is minimized over all pseudo-jet com-73

binations, it has the potential to become much smaller than the H/T in events with many jets.74

This is not the case, however, in 2 jet events, where ∆HT is fixed (and on the order of the H/T75

for jets back to back in φ). Based on the above reasoning, αT might have different behavior in76

≥ 3 jet events compared to 2 jet events. Accordingly, the 2 jet and ≥ 3 jet samples are studied77

separately in Sec. 5.1.78

4 Event Selection79

Before an event can be saved and analyzed, it must meet the requirements of at least one trigger80

during data taking. Events in the search sample are collected with a set of triggers based on81
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RA1 - details on αT

MET in QCD caused by jet mismeasurements:

detector inefficiencies

nonuniformities in the calibration of calorimeters

For dijet:

balanced, back-to-back jets: αT = 0.5

imbalance in Et: αT < 0.5

not back-to-back: αT > 0.5

For multijet:

Et of the two pseudojets is the scalat sums of the Et of the composing jets

combination minimizing the Et difference between the two jets

criterion found to give the best separation between QCD and events with a genuine MET

αT > 0.5 for:

multiple jets failing the Et>50 GeV requirement

MHT/MET < 1.25 to protect against this effect

MET from jet energy resolution

jet energy undermeasurement for detector inefficiencies
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RA1 - dead ECAL cells

Masked regions in ECAL (1% of ECAL 
channels)

MHT: vectorial sum of jet pt

jet closest in phi to MHT (after removal of the 
jet itself) is the jet most likely giving the MHT

ΔΦ*: azimutal distance between closest in phi 
to MHT and the MHT recomputed after this 
jet removal

Events with ΔΦ*<0.5 rejected if distance in 
ΔR between the jet and the closest ECAL 
masked region <0.3
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RA1 - selected events

35
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RA1 - Background estimate from data

Inclusive: control regions at low HT, 
dominated by SM

for αT > 0.51, RαT dominated by 
QCD

decreasing with HT for the 
improving of resolution

for αT > 0.55, RαT dominated by EW

constant with HT

Extrapolation of events in the HT350 
region from the low HT regions

Total number of events in HT350: 9.4 
+4.8 -4.0 (stat) ±1.0 (syst)

W+jets and ttbar estimated from 
W→μν+jets

6.1 +2.8 -1.9 (stat) ±1.8 (syst)

Z→νν+jets estimated from γ+jets

4.4 +2.3 -1.6 (stat) ±1.8 (syst)

36
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RA1 - details of background estimate 

Inclusive method

pt thresholds in HT250 and HT300 adjusted to keep the ratio pt/HT constant

minimize the efficiency bias from phase space reduction

Systematic estimated by varying the relative magnitude of the three EWK processes

estimate insensitive even to extreme variations

RαT independent of the number of primary vertices

W+jets and ttbar

W→μν+jets: 

isolated muon, MET>30 GeV

αT > 0.55 ⇒ MHT/HT > 0.4 ⇒ MHT > 140 GeV in the HT350 region

perfect agreement with the simulation

NWhaddata = NWhadMC / NWμMC χ NWμdata

Systematic dominated by efficiency in vetoing leptons (30%)

Z→νν+jets

γ+jets: larger cross section and similar kinematic properties

very tight isolated photon, pt>100 GeV, |η|<1.45, DR(γ,jet) > 1.0

photon ignored, analysis selection applied

relative acceptances and cross section ratios from MC

Systematics: cross section ratio from MC (30%), photon Id (20%) purity of photon selection (20%)

Cross-checks: γ+jets used to estimate W+jets, W→μν+jets used to estimate Z→νν+jets
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RA1 - checks on background estimate

ΔΦ*: azimutal distance between the jet closest in phi to MHT and the MHT 
recomputed after this jet removal

compatible with EWK

QCD would show a peak around 0

Meff = HT+MHT

Not used in the selection:

selection optimized for the discovery rather than for a more stringent limit
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Jets + MET analysis: interpretation
13 events observed, compatible with SM

All data-driven results used for limit calculation

Signal contamination taken into account

No dedicated optimization in the CMSSM 
space
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RA1 - interpretation

Feldman-Cousins with Profile Likelihood ratio

Ltotal = Lsignal x Linclusive x LW/tt x LZ→νν

systematics assumed Gaussians

No dedicated optimization in the CMSSM space

LM0 and LM1 excluded at 99.99% and 99.2%
40
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RA1 - details on the limit calculation

L: Poisson probability to measure the number of observed events while 
expecting the estimated number of bkg plus signal

Systematics on bkg and on signal selection efficiency are nuisance 
parameters

Systematic uncertainties on signal:

theoretical uncertainty on cross section

experimental uncertainty on integrated luminosity and selection 
efficiency

lumi 11%

rejecting jets pointing to ECAL dead cells 3%

jet energy scale and resolution 2.5%

effect of pileup in the signal estimated from MC

SUSY spectrum with SOFTSUSY, generation at LO with PYTHIA 6.4

NLO cross sections with PROSPINO for the contours

exclusion limit weakly dependent on tanβ
41
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Simplified Models

42



Search for New Physics in 
b-tagged dijet and multijet 

events
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RA1b - Introduction

Motivation: sbottoms and stops produced 
more frequently in many SUSY models

Bkg’s: QCD with badly mismeasured jets, W
+jets and Z+jets, ttbar

LM0, LM1, LMB

LMB: m0 ≈ 400 GeV, m1/2 ≈ 200 GeV, A0 
=0 GeV, tanβ=50, and sign(μ)>0.
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RA1b - Preselections

HT trigger

muon trigger for control samples

good pp collision vertex

≥2 anti-kt calo jets, cone 0.5, Et > 50 GeV, |η| < 3, JetId

veto on 

iso electrons

pt > 10 GeV, |η| < 2.5

EleId: shower shape, H/E, track-cluster association

iso muons 

pt > 10 GeV, |η| < 2.5

well measured track in both tracker and mu detector

global fit of reasonable quality

d0 < 2 mm 

iso photons

Et > 25 GeV, |η| < 2.5, H/E  < 0.05

ECAL dead cells as for RA1

MHT/MET < 1.25 as for RA1
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RA1b - Selections

Jets

pt>50 GeV

two leading jets pt>100 GeV

|η|<3

highest pt jet |η|<2.5

≥1 b-tagged jets

Track Counting High Purity (TCHP) discriminator

tight, high purity working point

other working points for control regions

HT > 350 GeV

αT > 0.55

MHT/MET<1.25
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RA1b - bkg’s

QCD with αT>0.55

drastic mismeasurements

jets below thresholds

EWK

W and Z with leptons lost or hadronic taus

requirement of b-jets drastically reduces it

ttbar

negligible for 2 jets, dominant for ≥3 jets (hadronic taus)

Data-driven method to estimate simultaneously all bkg’s

fraction of events with αT > 0.55, F(αT > 0.55), is measured in a 
lower HT control region and applied in the signal region.

Cross checks on Z→νν and ttbar
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RA1b - data-driven bkg estimate
F(αT > 0.55) is measured in a lower HT, 250-350 GeV, tight b-tagged control region and 
multiplied by the number of events in the signal region before the αT > 0.55 requirement

jet thresholds rescaled in the various regions to compensate the phase space reduction

F(αT > 0.55) flat with HT, F(αT > 0.51) decreasing with HT

with large MHT for instrumental effects, also F(αT > 0.55) is decreasing with HT

jet energy resolution and jet threshold effects

F(αT > 0.51) flattens after HT>350 (QCD no longer dominates)
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RA1b - data-drive bkg estimate

Procedure validated with MC (MADGRAPH)

F(αT > 0.55) flat with HT

with data F(αT > 0.55) flat with HT, but very limited statistics

removal of MHT/MET condition to increase statistics

decreasing F(αT > 0.55), which means contamination by QCD

anti b-tagged (more statistics) consistent with being flat

no or little QCD with αT > 0.55, in agreement with MC expectations
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RA1b - results of bkg estimate

extrapolation of F(aT > 0.55) from the a lower HT, 250-350 
GeV, tight b-tagged control region to the final signal region

To estimate the total background, we measure F(aT > 0.55) 
in this control region and multiply it times the number of 
events in the signal region before the aT > 0.55 requirement

F(aT > 0.55) = 1.48+1.93−1.48 x 10−5 and a prediction of 
0.33+0.43−0.33 (stat) events

statistical uncertainty determined by the presence of 1 
event with aT > 0.55 in the control sample

With loose b-tag in the control sample F(aT > 0.55) = 2.04 
± 0.59 x 10−5

difference measured in tight and loose b-tag samples taken 
as systematic uncertainty

final background estimate: 0.33+0.43−0.33 (stat) ± 0.13 (syst)
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RA1b - Z→νν cross check

select a Z→μμ sample with low jet ET thresholds, 50 GeV for the leading two jets

muons not included in the αT calculation to mimic the neutrinos

fraction of b-tagged events assumed to be constant with higher jet pt cuts

select a sample with no b-tag requirement and increase the jet ET thresholds (> 75 GeV for the leading two 
jets) and impose HT (> 275 GeV) and aT (>0.52)

the requirements on this sample are looser than in the final signal region, we can:

scale the number of events by the measured b-tag fraction

correct for the muon identification efficiency and acceptance

multiply by 6 (ratio of BR(Z→νν)/BR(Z→μμ)

upper bound on the Z→νν background contribution of 0.48 ± 0.39 events
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RA1b - details of Z→νν cross check 

muon selection loosened w.r.t. lepton veto to 
increase selection efficiency

requirement on the muon track in the tracker 
loosened

Events with exactly 2 muons with 81 GeV<M<101 
GeV

sideband subtraction in mass region 71<M<81 and 
101<M<111

Muon Id efficiency x acceptance taken from MC: 96%

Number of Z→μμ in data agrees within 15% with 
MC

taken as systematic
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RA1b - ttbar cross check
Dominant bkg for ≥3 jets

negligible for 2 jets, predict it only for ≥3 jets

From MC

72% from events with hadronic tau

15% from events with electrons and muons

13% from events in which both W’s decay hadronically

To estimate tau hadronic portion, select events with one or two muons. Use the muons to 
emulate tau hadronic decay

reweight for tau hadronic BR and muon Id efficiency and acceptance

Number of emulated events in signal region is the estimate
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RA1b - details of ttbar cross check

Not enough statistics in data

Loosen selections

two leading jets with Et > 80 GeV, HT>280 GeV

medium b-tag instead of tight one

F(αT > 0.55) measured in this sample and then multiplied by 
the total number of emulated events in the usual signal 
region before the αT > 0.55 cut

scale for muon efficiency

Scale this contribution to take into account events with 
electrons and muons and events with hadronic W decays

50% systematic error on the scaling, dominated by the 
statistical error in the prediction

Estimate: 1.41±0.51 events
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RA1b - bkg summary

Check that the analysis is sensitive to signal

invert the muon veto

don’t include the iso muon in the aT 
calculation

Get 4 events for ≥3 jets, consistent with 
2.4 from MC
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RA1 - signal efficiency and acceptance
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RA1b - dominant systematics 1

Lepton/photon veto

two components, “good” leptons and “odd” leptons

Odd leptons are electrons, muons, or photons that 
do not overlap a jet as well as poor quality muon 
candidates

10% conservative on good leptons and photons ⇒ 
2.3% uncertainty on signal efficiency

for odd leptons

take QCD data sample

compare the efficiency to a MC QCD sample

variation of 3.3%
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RA1b - dominant systematics II
b-tagging efficiency uncertainty

MC efficiency corrected by a scale factor is used with data

scale factor measured with a muon data sample and muon enriched QCD MC sample

selection: 

≥2 jets, one of the jets with a muon

second jet: b-tagged and separated from the first by DR>1.5

with these selections, increased fraction of muon jets from b-quarks but measurement of the 
efficiency requires determination of residual non-b backgrounds in the data sample

efficiency measured with the ptrel, which is larger for b-quarks

ptrel from muon jets passing and failing the tight b-tag selection from data

relative contributions from b and light flavour from MC templates in 0 GeV < ptrel < 3 GeV

efficiency extracted from fitted fractions of b-quarks in tagged and anti-tagged samples
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RA1b - dominant systematics III

Efficiency measured in bins of jet ET and η
Compared to efficiency from MC to get a scale factor

Scale factors applied to signal MC

statistical uncertainties: 11%, 16%, 14% (LM0, LM1, LMB)

Systematics: bias in ptrel fitting procedure

measured varying muon matching and pt threshold, fraction of gluon splitting to 
bbbar, jet energy scale and resolution, DR(mu, jet)

combination of these systematics: 20% for LMB
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Rebalance and Smear (R+S)
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Simplified models
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Search with diphotons 
+ MET
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RA3 - Model

General Gauge-Mediation (GGM)

Gravitino LSP

Neutralino NLSP

Neutralino →Gravitino + γ
Topology

two isolated high-Et photons

≥1 jet

MET
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RA3 - Selections

≥2 photons, Et≥30 GeV, |η|<1.4

Track corrected jet, Et≥30 GeV, |η|<2.6

Track corrected MET
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RA3  - Photon cleaning and identification

4 crystals adiacent to the highest energy crystal ≥5% of the highest crystal 
energy

In a 3x3 matrix centered on the seed, the ratio of the sum of the seed plus 
its highest energy neighbor to the total energy has to be ≤ 95%

ECAL cluster shape consistent with a photon

H/E < 0.05

Photon isolated in tracker, ECAL, HCAL

cone 0.4

TrkIso ≤ 0.001 ET + 2.0 GeV

EcalIso ≤ 0.006 ET + 4.2 GeV

HcalIso ≤ 0.0025 ET + 2.2 GeV

Photons failing either shower shape or track iso are fake photons

dominantly electro-magnetic fluctuated jets

used for data-driven bkg estimate

Pixel-matched objects considered electrons (otherwise photons)
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RA3 - Jet cleaning and identification

fraction of energy of the highest calo 
element ≤ 98%

no two HCAL channels with > 90% of the 
jet energy

EMF ≥ 1%

separation with the photon DR ≥ 0.9
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RA3 - SUSY MC

PROSPINO, NLO

Squaks mass-degenerate

All other susy particles heavy
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RA3 - Backgrounds

Z(→νν)γγ and W(→lν) γγ negligible

Dominant: QCD with misidentified photon and 
mismeasured MET

diphoton

photon+jet

multijet

Second: events with real MET

events with real or fake photon with a W→eν 
(misidentified electron)

Third: high energy muons from cosmic or beam halo 
depositing energy in ECAL

jet requirement suppresses it
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RA3 - Data driven bkg determination

QCD

MET due to hadronic component

Resolution for fake photons and electrons similar to the photon one

negligible compared to hadronic energy

Control samples kinematically similar to the candidate sample, while having no 
real MET

two fake photons (ff, comprising QCD multijet)

two electrons (Z→ee)

Events in ff and ee reweighted to reproduce the diphoton transverse energy 
distribution in data

MET distribution in reweighted samples used to determine the QCD bkg by 
normalizing to the number of events with MET<20 GeV in the candidate sample

EWK (W→eν with a misidentified electron plus a real or fake photon)

define an eγ sample

fe→γ = 1.4±0.4%, measured by the number of Z→ee in ee and eγ sample

eγ sample weighted with fe→γ / (1-fe→γ)
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RA3 - MET distribution

ff and ee samples scaled so that their integrals in 
the MET<20 GeV region matches the γγ sample 
minus the EWK contribution

counting in the MET>50 GeV region
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RA3 - counting details

Bkg’s averaged

1.2±0.4 events

additional systematic of 0.7 events by taking the 
largest difference between the average and the 
individual measurement

total bkg uncertainty: 0.8 events
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RA3 - signal selection efficiency

No large clean sample of isolated photons in data

difference in efficiency for electrons and photons: 0.5% (MC)

ratio of electron efficiency from Z→ee events passing all Id (except 
pixel matching) and electron MC efficiency

⇒MC efficiency scale factor: 0.967 ± 0.015

error includes systematic from pileup (< 1%)

uncertainty for not requesting the pixel-matching estimated varying the 
amount of tracker material: 0.5%

Scale factor applied to the efficiency for photons from NLSP decay in 
MC

Other systematics:

lumi 11%

PDF uncertainty 10-40%

renormalization scale uncertainty, 10-20% (depending on SUSY masses)
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RA3 - interpretation

SUSY GGM MC

Bayesian method for upper cross section limit

log-normal and gamma priors to integrate over 
nuisance parameters in order to incorporate 
uncertainties on the total bkg rate, integrated 
lumi, total acceptance times efficiency

Lower mass limit

production cross section minus its uncertainty

measured upper limit for each mass point

mass point excluded if the difference is positive
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RA3 - cross check

eγ sample, no jet requirement

check if we see an excess of eγ events with large MET above the 
QCD bkg

whether the excess agrees with expected yield from Wγ and W+jets

deviation from QCD observed

in agreement with QCD + W bkg’s
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RA5 - motivation

Same sign dileptons absent in SM, present in many new 
physics models

search in dileptons (ee, eμ, μμ, eτ, μτ, and ττ), missing 
transverse energy and jets
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RA5 - object reconstruction

Muons

two algorithms

track in tracker matched to compatible signals in calorimeter and muon system

simultaneous global fit to hits in tracker and muon system

track associated with muon requested to have 

minimum number of hits in the tracker 

high quality global fit (including minimum number of hits in the muon system)

deposit in calorimeter consistent with a MIP

Electrons

cluster of energy in ECAL matched with to hits in the tracker

electron Id based on cut based selection on shower shape and track-cluster matching

WP80 for W→eν chosen

electrons with DR<0.1 within a muon removed to reject fake electrons from bremsstrahlung

Hadronic taus

PF jet

highest pt track within 0.1 of the axis of the jet required to have pt > 5 GeV

cone of DR<5.0 GeV/Pt around this track

tau decay products expected to be confined in this narrow cone

only one and three prong decays selected

discrimination between tau hadronic decays and jets based on five neural networks
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RA5 - 

Leptons

|η| < 2.4

originating from the BeamSpot

Isolated

RelIso in a cone of 0.3

dileptons with mass below 5 GeV removed

events with a third lepton opposite sign and same flavour as one of 
the first two removed if 76 GeV < M < 106 GeV

Jets and MET from PF

jets: anti-kt with cone 0.5

JetId to remove noise

Jet corrections for non linearities and non-uniformity

Jet Et > 30 GeV, |η|<2.5

HT for all the jets with DR>0.4 from the leptons
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RA5 - triggers

Two trigger strategies

electron and muon ⇒ low HT

HT ⇒ low pt leptons and hadronic tau 
decays
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RA5 - search with lepton triggers

Single and double lepton triggers

Efficiency from Z→ll

Trigger efficiency very large (e.g. LM0, 99%±1%)

One lepton with Pt>20 GeV, second with Pt>10 GeV

RelIso<0.1 for leptons with Pt>20 GeV

fixed Iso sum < 2 GeV for Pt<20 GeV

≥2 jets, with HT>60 GeV

MET > 30 GeV (ee and μμ), 20 GeV (eμ)

Two search regions

chose to have 1/3 of event from SM MC expectations
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RA5 - search with lepton triggers

Bkg’s dominated by jets faking leptons

requiring one lepton not to be isolated increases the 
statistics

low values of MET and HT for bkg

iso on the second lepton reduces the bkg by a factor ~10
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RA5 - Search with hadronic triggers

muons pt > 5 GeV

electrons pt > 10 GeV

hadronic taus pt > 15 GeV

all leptons with RelIso < 0.15

For ee, eμ, μμ
MET > 30 GeV

HT > 300 GeV

For eτ, μτ, ττ
MET > 50 GeV

HT > 350 GeV

more QCD bkg expected

At HT=300 GeV eff = 94% 
±5%
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RA5 - backgrounds

SM: WZ, ZZ, qq→q’q’W±W±, double parton scattering (2 x qq→W), ttbarW, 
WWW

all negligible

estimated from MC with a conservative 50% systematic

pp→Wγ (with gamma conversion) estimated from MC and negligible

Bkg’s dominated by jets faking leptons

leptons from heavy flavour, electrons from conversions, muons from decays-in-
flight, hadrons reconstructed as leptons, jet fluctuations leading to hadronic tau 
signatures

Dominant contribution from lepton + jet + MET

mostly ttbar

events with one real lepton and one fake

estimated with two different techniques

Bkg with two fake leptons smaller

except for final state with two hadronic taus

For ee and eμ charge misidentification from hard bremsstrahlung is another 
important source of bkg
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RA5 - bkg estimate in leptonic trigger search
“Tight-Loose” (TL) method

the probability εT/L of a lepton passing a loose selection to pass also a tight selection is estimated in QCD 
multijet sample as a function of lepton pt and η
assumption: εT/L is universal, i.e. the same for all the jets in all the events

Tight and Loose difference

RelIso relaxed from 0.1 to 0.4

impact parameter of the lepton

quality of track fit (muons only)

εT/L estimated in a sample with at least one jet with pt > 40 GeV and DR>1.0 from the lepton candidate 
(away-jet)

to reduce EWK bkg, excluded Z→ll candidates, events with MET > 20 GeV, MT(lepton,MET)>20 GeV

these exclusions lead to an unbiased εT/L estimate up to ~40 GeV

for higher pt’s EWK contribution is significant

εT/L measured only up to pt=35 GeV, then taken constant, as MC suggests
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RA5 - bkg estimate in leptonic trigger search

Universality of εT/L tested on jet samples

two tests

sensitivity to the jet pt

probability for a lepton of a given pt to pass the RelIso cut  depends on the pt of the parton 
from which originates

sensitivity to heavy flavour content of the jet

test of sensitivity to jet pt

select loose leptons in events with away-jet above a given pt threshold

since these events are mostly QCD multijets, the pt of the away-jet is a good estimate of 
the pt of the jet from which the lepton originates

weight each event by εT/L, with away jets of 40 GeV

sum the weights and compare the sum to the number of observed leptons passing tight cuts

vary way jets from 20 to 60 GeV

observed yield to differ from the predicted yield by +54% (+49%) and -4% (-3%) for muons 
(electrons) in this test

test on flavour

b-tagged away-jet

the sample of jets from which the lepton originates is hence enriched in b-quarks

observed yield to differ from the predicted yield by -3% (-15%) for muons (electrons)
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RA5 - bkg estimate in leptonic trigger search

Predict the bkg from real lepton + jet in the signal region

sample of dileptons where one of the leptons fails the tight and passes the loose

weight each event by εT/L/(1-εT/L)

The background contribution from this source is then estimated by summing 
the weights of all such events (S1)

For two fake leptons contribution

S1 already includes it, but double counted

for two leptons passing loose cuts, two combinations of leptons passing tight 
cuts

Hence, estimate the contribution from events with both leptons passing loose 
cuts and failing tight cuts

weight by the product of the two factors εT/L/(1-εT/L) for the two leptons

the result is the contribution from two fake leptons (S2)

Total contribution is S1-S2

in the kinematic region of this search S2 more than one order of magnitude 
smaller than S1
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RA5 - check of the method of bkg estimation

MC W+jets and ttbar

use εT/L measured on QCD Monte Carlo events to predict the number of 
same sign di-lepton events in these samples

In ttbar observed lower than predicted by 47% (electrons) 41% (muons)

consistent with no overprediction because of the small statistics

For W+jets observed/predicted = 0.8±0.4 for electrons (for muons 
statistics too small)

Assign 50% systematic to the ratio (observed-predicted)/predicted

In addition, large statistical uncertainties because of the low number of 
events in the two signal regions

Additional cross-check

in the baseline region 3.2±0.9±1.6 events from background due to fake 
leptons alone, and 3.4 ± 0.9 ± 1.6 after all backgrounds are taken into 
account

observed events: 3 (in agreement)
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RA5 - bkg estimate in hadronic trigger search

Very low pt leptons ⇒ larger contribution from two fake lepton 
events

~30% (it is few percent in lepton trigger analysis)

The higher HT decreases the contribution from W+jets (few percent 
of the total background)

bkg with one true lepton reduced to ttbar and single top

Methods modified to take into account these two effects

Define a preselection control sample from HT data stream with ≥2 
same sign leptons and all selection cuts applied, except from MET and 
isolation

223 μμ, 6 ee, 78 eμ
difference between e and μ due to the different pt cut and the 
different reconstruction efficiency within jets

Preselection control sample dominated by QCD

from MC: ~90% QCD, ~10% ttbar, small W+jets
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RA5 - bkg estimate in hadronic trigger search - two fake leptons

Contribution of two fake lepton events to the signal region assuming that the requirements 
RelIso<0.15 and MET > 30 GeV are independent: εtot = εiso1 x εiso2 x εMET

Assumption verified in MC and data

To check with data, relax the HT cut and add events collected with leptonic triggers to gain 
statistics

Single lepton events allowed

Suppress leptonic W decays

MET<20 GeV, d0(lepton)>100 μm
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RA5 - bkg estimate in hadronic trigger search - two fake leptons

Measurement of efficiencies, one at a time, in preselection sample

εμiso = 0.036 ± 0.015, εeiso = 0.11 ± 0.08, εMET = 0.27±0.03 (statistical 
uncertainties)

W removed requiring either MET<20 GeV or RelIso > 0.2

Product of these efficiencies applied to the event counts in the 
preselection sample to estimate the contribution to signal region

bkg estimate 0.18±0.12±0.12

Systematics

limited statistics in evaluating that the three efficiencies are independent

statistical precision of the cross check taken as systematic: 25%

impact of leptonic decays of W+jets and ttbar in the measurement of 
the efficiencies

from MC: bias ~60%

no corrections for bias, taken as systematic

two systematics added in quadrature: 65%
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RA5 - bkg estimate in hadronic trigger search - single fake lepton

Define a sideband sample

same signal selection criteria, except one lepton with 
RelIso>0.15

Count the number of events in the sample

11 μμ, 2 ee, 6 eμ, 5 μe (last lepton is the not iso)

Estimate the contribution of the bkg with two fake leptons to 
the sideband with the efficiencies from the factorization 
procedure

yield for two fake leptons: 4.2 μμ, 0.32 ee, 2.3 eμ, 0.68 μe

Subtract this contribution

consistent with MC prediction assuming only W+jets, ttbar, single 
top

Remaining sideband yield scaled with the BTag-and-probe 
method
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RA5 - BTag-and-probe method
Assumption: single fake contribution mainly from ttbar, real lepton from W, fake from b

εμ(b), εe(b) efficiencies of muon, electron from b to pass RelIso < 0.15

Measure these efficiencies in data with bbbar sample

require one b-tagged away-jet and one lepton candidate

require HT>100 GeV to have b-quark spectrum similar to the ttbar one

suppress W and Z

MET<15 GeV, MT<15 GeV, veto of events with two leptons within 7 GeV of the Z mass

80% of leptons in this sample from semi leptonic heavy flavour decays

The bbbar sampler differs from ttbar in kinematics and jet multiplicity

measure the RelIso distribution in data in bins of lepton pt and Njets

reweight these distributions with event probabilities from a ttbar MC sample

Agreement between the two MC validates the method, agreement between data and MC not required 
for the  method to be valid
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RA5 - systematic in BTag-and-probe

Statistical precision with which we can verify the method with MC

largest

Possibility that RelIso sideband up to twice as large a contribution 
from W+jets

predicted by MC with an εiso(b) differing from ttbar by a factor two, 
varying the HT cut to select the bbar control sample from 100 to 
150 to purposefully bias the distribution of b-jets ET beyond what 
we expect in ttbar, and re-weighting the Monte Carlo to change 
the fraction of leptons not from b−decay in the sample used to 
measure εiso(b)

Adding in quadrature: syst on εiso(b) is 54 (29)% for electrons 
(muons)

Multiply the sideband yield in each of the four channels μμ, ee,  
eμ, μe by εiso(b) / (1-εiso(b)) to get the final single fake lepton 
contribution: 0.52±0.24±0.26
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RA5 - total bkg

Adding single fake lepton and double fake 
lepton: 0.70±0.23±0.21
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RA5 - comparison of hadronic trigger and leptonic trigger methods

Two methods cross checked in the 
overlapping region

Consistent results in the region where they 
overlap
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RA5 - hadronic tau channels

Largest source of bkg due to fake tau

Use TL method

Loose based not on Iso but on Tau-Id

discrimination between tau and jets done with 5 neural networks

don’t use the NN’s for Loose

Measure εT/L in bins of η and pt

on average 9.5 ± 0.5%

done on a single tau control sample with HT>300 GeV, MET<20 GeV

HT requirement to have hadronic activity similar to signal region

MET requirement to suppress W+jets, Z+jets, ttbar (QCD 
dominated)

Expected number of bkg events estimated selecting eτ, μτ, ττ events 
where tau passes the loose and fails the tight

weight by εT/L/(1-εT/L)
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RA5 - hadronic tau channels, validation of bkg estimate

Compare observation and prediction for the signal region in MC

Compare observation and prediction in data after relaxing HT from 350 to 250 
and removing the MET cut

Systematics:

lack of statistics in MC to validate the method (largest)

correlation of εT/L with HT

neglecting bkg contribution from fake electrons and muons

Total fake rate bkg estimate: 0.28±0.14±0.09
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RA5 - electron charge mismeasurement

Important source of bkg: 
opposite signe dileptons with 
charge mismeasurement

Three charge measurements:

normal track (KF)

GSF track, optimized for 
electrons radiating in the 
tracker material

relative position of the calo 
cluster and the projection to 
the calo of a line built out of 
pixel hits

Three measurements required 
to agree

probability of 
mismeasurement at permille 
level in MC
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RA5 - electron charge mismeasurement

For tau this bkg is negligible. Fake taus dominate
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RA5 - signal acceptance and efficiency systematics
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RA5 - summary

95% CL upper 
limits with 
Bayesian

flat prior on 
signal strength

lognormal for 
efficiency and 
bkg uncertainty

uncertainties on 
signal eff of 
16%, 18%, 30% 
for lepton 
triggered, HT 
triggered 
leptons, HT 
triggered taus
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RA5 - signal acceptance parametrization

HT defined as the sum of all 
final states quarks and gluons

MET from LSPs and 
neutrinos
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RA6 - Summary of the analysis

Preselection: 

high-pt lepton triggers

same selection as ttbar cross-section measurement

good agreement between data and MC

Signal region with requirements on MET and jets

1% of ttbar sample

Signal yield compared with predictions from two 
independent data-driven techniques

robusteness checked by an independent analysis

hadronic triggers

different object reconstruction

complementary bkg estimation
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RA6 - preselections

Single and Double Lepton triggers

efficiency > 99%

dilepton selection: e+e-, e±μ±, μ+μ-

pT1>20 GeV, pT2>10 GeV

lepton isolation in tracker, ECAL, HCAL

≥2 jets, pT>30 GeV, |η|<2.5

separated DR>0.4 from the leptons

HT>100 GeV

track corrected MET>50 GeV

events with Mll < 10 GeV or 76 GeV < Mll < 106 GeV removed 
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RA6 - distributions for events passing the preselections
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Search in Jets + MET + Opposite Sign Dileptons

Agreement between 
observed data and MC

ttbar main bkg

Two independent data-
driven estimates
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Single and Double Lepton triggers

dilepton selection: e+e-, e±μ±, μ+μ-
pT1>20 GeV, pT2>10 GeV

lepton isolation in tracker, ECAL, HCAL

≥2 jets, pT>30 GeV, |η|<2.5
separated DR>0.4 from the leptons

HT>100 GeV

track corrected MET>50 GeV

events with Mll < 10 GeV or 76 GeV < Mll < 106 
GeV removed
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RA6 - Signal region

HT > 300 GeV

y = MET / √HT > 8.5 GeV1/2

1% of ttbar selected

y instead of MET used because MET and HT are 
independent for ttbar

data-driven method for bkg estimate

MC predicts 1.3 SM events, dominated by ttbar

8.6 (3.6) for LM0 (LM1)
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RA6 - data-driven bkg estimates

ABCD method for HT and y

mostly independent for ttbar

in the absence of a signal: ND=NA x 
NC/NB

20% Systematic uncertainties:

finite MC statistics

bkg’s other than ttbar→dileptons

smearing of the boundaries in 
regions for the uncertainty in 
hadronic energy scale
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RA6 - data-driven bkg estimates

In dilepton ttbar the lepton and neutrinos from W decays 
have similar spectra

Observed pT(ll) distribution used to model the MET

Cut on pT(ll) + X to predict MET + X

Rescale k needed to take into account the fact that any 
dilepton selection must include a moderate MET to reduce 
DY

rescale from MC

Correction kC from MC needed to take into account the W 
polarization

takes into account also the hadronic energy scale and 
resolution

Two data-driven methods to be redundant against signal 
contamination
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RA6 - fake leptons

Fake lepton: lepton candidate originating from within a jet

b- or c- decays

muon decay-in-flight

pion identified as an electron

QCD contribution estimated with the method of the “fakeable objects”

one of the leptons passes the full selection

the other fails the full selection but passes a looser selection

FR: fake rate from fakeable objects

each event passing the full selection weighted by FR / (1-FR)

probability that a lepton passing the loose selection passes also the tight one

FR parametrized with pT and |η|

~0.2 at low pT  to ~0.1 at high pT

Method applied to the signal region in ABCD

no events in which one of the leptons passes the full selection and the other fails the full 
selection but passes a looser selection

bkg estimate: 0.0 +0.4-0.0, upper limit corresponds to a single event

Same methods to estimate bkg with two fake leptons

negligible
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DY negligible

no Z-candidates found when Z-mass vetoed

Two vector bosons and single top negligible 
from MC
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RA6 - results
SM MC expectation: 1.3 events

ABCD: 1.3 ± 0.8 (stat) ± 0.3 (syst)

Validation of pT(ll) method:

region A’ defined by MET/√HT → pT(ll)/√HT

subtract the expected DY contribution, NDY

prediction in A: NA = k ⋅ kC ⋅ (NA’-NDY)

consistent with the observed yield

Application of the pT(ll) method in the signal region

ND = k ⋅ kC ⋅ (ND’-NDY) = 2.1 ± 2.1 (stat) ± 0.6 (syst)

Weighted average of the two methods: 1.4±0.8
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RA6 - Acceptance and efficiency systematics

Acceptance and efficiency depend on the model

Systematics depend on the model

for some uncertainties, values based on SM control samples with kinematic similar 
to signal

for others, systematics quoted model by model

Lepton acceptance systematic

trigger efficiency: ~100%

uncertainty of a few percent, mostly in low pt region

lepton ID and Iso: 

estimated from Z→ll, consistent within 2% with MC

Jet and MET energy scale

final state dependent: final states with very large MET and hadronic activity less 
sensitive

systematic evaluated in ttbar and two SUSY points, with 5% energy scale

ttbar 8% (baseline selection), 27% (signal region)

LM0 14%, LM1 6% (signal region)

Lumi uncertainty 11%
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RA6 - limits

Bayesian 95% CL upper limit, Gaussian model of nuisance 
parameter integration

Upper limit not corrected for the possibility of signal 
contamination

two independent data-driven estimates gives results 
consistent with MC SM

LM0 ruled out

SUSY spectrum with SoftSUSY, LO with PYTHIA 6.4, NLO 
with Prospino

at each point, error in quadrature from Jet and MET energy 
scale, uncertainty in NLO for factorization and 
renormalization, PDF uncertainty, lumi uncertainty, dilepton 
selection efficiency uncertainty

total uncertainty 0.2-0.3
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RA6 - Hadronic Trigger search

Cross-check with different trigger, different 
object, different bkg estimate methodology

excess of same flavour over opposite flavor 
dileptons

main bkg ttbar

ttbar estimated from Neμ, after correcting 
for the ration of muon to electron 
efficiencies

this estimates also other processes like 
Z→ττ
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RA6 - Hadronic Trigger search selection

HT trigger

≥2 leptons, pt>10 GeV

HT > 350 GeV (from jets with pt> 30 GeV and |η|<3)

jets and leptons with PF

signal region defined by additional request of MET>150 GeV

lepton selection efficiencies using Z

systematic 2% on these efficiencies

efficiency different for Z+jets and ttbar

ratio of muon to electron efficiency differ by less than 5% in MC

5% assigned as systematic error

W+jets and QCD where at least one of the leptons is a secondary 
lepton from heavy fleavor or a fake jet estimated from a template fit to 
the lepton iso distribution, after relaxing the iso requirement on the 
lepton. Estimated purity applied to the number of observed events in 
the signal region to infer the number of fakes. Z+jets negligible for MET.
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RA6 - 

First: estimate the number of SM events in a ttbar dominated region: 100 
< HT < 350 GeV, MET > 80 GeV

leptonic triggers used because of low HT

26 OSOF candidates, 1.0±0.5 fakes from lepton iso fit

estimate of 25.0±0.5 ttbar candidates in eμ channel

using efficiency ratios, estimates for ee  and μμ
Second: signal region estimate
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Multi-Leptons: e, μ, τ

• Smaller backgrounds due to leptons

looser cuts than for 0-2 lepton searches

• Baseline selection:
– 3+ isolated leptons, pT>8 GeV/c

3μ, 3e, eμμ, eeμ (SS and OS)

μμτ, eeτ (SS and OS), eμτ
μττ, eττ

All ≥4-lepton combinations with ≤2 τ’s

– Reduce backgrounds by requiring one or more of
HT>200 GeV
MET>50 GeV
veto m(l+l-)<12GeV/c2 or 75< m(l+l-)<105 GeV/c2

– 55 total exclusive signatures

Efficiencies estimations

Tag & Probe technique

Background Predictions

Irreducible: WZ+Jets, ZZ+Jets → MC

TTbar → MC with Data Controls

Other: Z+Jets, WW+Jets, W+Jets, QCD →

       → completely Data Driven
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Multi-Leptons: e, μ, τ

129

Backgrounds, expected signals, observed events
After Lepton ID Requirement MET > 50 GeV H T > 200 GeV ML01 Signals

Z +jets tt̄ V V +jets !SM Data !SM Data !SM Data Incl. Hadr.
Channel 3-lepton channels
ll (OS )e 1.7 0.1 1.2 4.4 ± 1.5 6 0.1 ± 0.1 0 0.2 ± 0.1 1 121.4 141.5
ll (OS )µ 2.83 0.2 1.7 4.7 ± 0.5 6 0.10 ± 0.1 0 0.1 ± 0.1 0 123.6 120.8
ll (OS )T 121.5 0.5 0.7 123 ± 16 127 0.4 ± 0.1 0 – – 80.5 –
ll (OS )! 476 2.7 3.9 484 ± 77 442 – – 0.6 ± 0.2 1 – 68
ll ?T 0.72 0.5 0.2 1.7 ± 0.7 3 0.4 ± 0.2 2 – – 18.6 –
ll ?! 4.7 2.9 0.6 11.2 ± 2.5 10 – – 0.4 ± 0.1 1 – 12.3
ll (SS ) l? 0.13 0.1 0.0 0.2 ± 0.1 0 0.2 ± 0.1 0 0 0 2.8 2.8
ll (SS )T 0.25 0.0 0.1 0.7 ± 0.4 3 0.1 ± 0.1 0 – – 9.0 –
ll (SS )! 1.4 0.0 0.1 3.0 ± 1.1 3 – – 0.0 ± 0.1 0 – 6.9
! lll (T ) 127.1 1.4 3.8 135 ± 16 145 1.3 ± 0.2 2 – – 355.9 –
! lll (! ) 486.8 6.0 7.5 507 ± 77 467 – – 1.3 ± 0.3 3 – 349.5
lT T 47.1 0.33 0.1 48 ± 9 30 0.4 ± 0.1 0 – – 8.0 –
Channel 4-lepton channels
llll 0 0 0.2 0.2 ± 0.1 2 0 0 0 0 163.9 149.2
lllT 0 0 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0 0 0 – – 62.3 –
lll! 0 0 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1 0 – – 0 0 – 33.2
llT T 0 0 0 0.0 ± 0.1 0 0 0 – – 20.6 –
ll!! 3.1 0.1 0.1 3.2 ± 0.7 5 – – 0 0 – 16.8
! llll (T ) 0 0 0.3 0.3 ± 0.1 2 0 0 – – 246.8 –
! llll (! ) 3.1 0.1 0.4 3.5 ± 0.7 5 – – 0 0 199.2
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Multi-Leptons: e, μ, τ

• GMSB: Assume gravitino is LSP

degenerate sleptons are co-NLSPs

2 neutralinos per event, each decays to lepton
+slepton: 

predicts copious production of multi-leptons

set limits in gluino-chargino mass plane
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Results: Co-NLSP and R-Parity Violating SUSY
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• RPV: non-zero λ couplings: LSP can decay to lepton 
+ lepton(‘) + neutrino

• predicts copious production of multi-leptons
• Set limits in squark-gluino mass plane, assuming 

strong production


